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Toward a
comprehensive,
strategic vision
of airline
procurement

How to build a best-in-class
procurement function to maximize
sustainable spend reduction
The economic pressures on the airline industry
have been relentless, with virtually all gains in
efficiency being passed along to customers
in the form of lower prices.
The role of procurement has traditionally been to
focus on squeezing margins on contracts, but this
isn’t the same as comprehensively optimizing cost
levels and aligning the cost strategy with the broader
business strategy. The traditional approach to
procurement often can eliminate only the first
layer of cost inefficiencies—and when these have
already been exhausted there’s a limited path for
adding value.

In our experience, strong procurement capabilities
can play a strategic role and generate significant
value across the business by delivering high-impact
cost savings and creating major operational and
commercial value. Specifically, we recommend
working comprehensively across four dimensions—
category excellence, best-in-class organization
and processes, optimal supply chain management
model, and a tailored capability development
program—to create a path to enable procurement
excellence (see figure).

Strong procurement
capabilities can play
a strategic role and
generate significant
value across the
business.

Figure
Working comprehensively across four dimensions helps achieve procurement excellence
Traditional
— Administrative, back-office,
support function
— Opex and price unit cost
reduction
— Unclear performance
metrics: number of
processes,
unidentifiable savings
— Purchasing processes focus
— Talent struggle

Past—manage for processing

Category excellence
Best-in-class organization
and processes
Optimal supply chain
management model
Tailored capability
development program

Advanced procurement
— Value maximization: savings
in collaborative
optimization, innovation,
risk management
— Front-office or asset
management function
— Top organization and talent
— Total cost of ownership
(capex, opex)
— Finance value metrics
(spend under management,
savings, value benefits, cost
as % of spend)

Future—manage for value

Source: Kearney analysis
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1. Seek category excellence
Category management is the purest role that
procurement plays, and category excellence plays
a foundational role in strategic procurement. The
goal should be to optimize the category from end
to end—from demand management to purchasing
to specs definition to inventory control. We work
with your teams to identify the value potential within
different categories of expenses. Then we help
discover and define the best negotiation strategy
for each category.
Category excellence has the additional benefit of
generating proceeds that can be used to fund the
entire procurement transformation program.

In our experience of working closely with numerous
airlines across all continents, business models, and
fleet sizes, an optimal category excellence program
can achieve double-digit savings across technical
and nontechnical categories.

Category excellence
plays a foundational
role in strategic
procurement. The goal
should be to optimize
the category from end
to end.
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2. Develop a best-in-class
organization and processes
We have repeatedly seen how crucial it is to create
the right procurement organization and supporting
processes to ensure that cost savings are realized and
sustained. We establish the optimal procurement
operating model around procurement planning
process, category management, contract management, and supplier relationship management. To
realize this, we make sure that people within the
organization follow the right processes and that there
is clarity around both their responsibilities and the
metrics used to evaluate their performance.

We dig in and ask questions about how the
procurement team works with internal customers to
plan for procurement volume, or how procurement
develops and manages relationships with key
suppliers. Are the suppliers strategic or transactional?
How can the highest-value potential relationship be
further developed?
When this approach is applied throughout the airline,
the gains can quickly add up and be maintained and
increased over time.
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3. Develop the optimal supply
chain management model
Defining the right supply chain management
operating model between maintenance and
procurement is crucial, and there is a wide array
of options to consider.
In our experience there is no such thing as an
all-purpose supply chain model. The ideal model
will depend on the overall strategic focus of the
airline, the level of maturity of maintenance versus
procurement functions, and the capability of the
people on each team. For example, a company
that’s focused on cost would assign more
responsibility to the procurement function.
An airline that’s focused more on maximizing
service might lean more on maintenance.

Key aspects of the definition and implementation of
an optimal supply chain management model include
clearly defining the right coordinating factors
between procurement and maintenance, including
clear roles and responsibilities; coordination of
processes such as budgeting, S&OP, and supply
chain logistics; service level agreements and
performance indicators; IT and data management
capabilities; and talent management processes.
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4. Design a tailored capability
development program
A truly transformational procurement function is likely
to stretch your team’s skills, making an investment in
training even more worthwhile. Up-skilling team
members who play a role in your procurement
process is also a key step in an all-encompassing,
strategic overhaul of the function. That’s why we have
formalized our knowledge on procurement in the
Kearney Procurement Academy® to train our clients
in the best practices that drive a successful
transformation.

We’ve used our deep experience working with
leading airlines to develop content covering all vital
dimensions of procurement excellence, including
hard skills (analytics, negotiation strategies) and soft
skills (leadership, strategic communications). The
programs are flexible and modular to tailor content to
your specific needs, and training can be conducted
in parallel with specific projects to allow for guided
real-life experience.

Up-skilling team
members is a
key step in an
all-encompassing,
strategic overhaul
of the function.
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Unlocking strategic value
In their hyper-competitive industry, airlines need to
stay efficient and lean to protect profitability. At the
same time, many suffer from legacy processes and
organizations—inefficiencies that frequently turn up
in the realm of procurement. A strategic, comprehensive transformation can unlock the strategic value of
procurement for your organization.
Our longstanding relationships with leading airlines
across different regions and segments have taught us
that a procurement function built around the four
areas above generates a major and lasting
transformation.
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As a global consulting partnership
in more than 40 countries, our
people make us who we are. We’re
individuals who take as much joy
from those we work with as the work
itself. Driven to be the difference
between a big idea and making
it happen, we help our clients
break through.
kearney.com
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